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Abstract
Benchmarks enable the comparison of computer-based systems attending to a variable set of criteria, such as dependability, security, performance, cost and/or power consumption. Despite its difficulty, the multi-criteria analysis of results remains today a subjective process rarely addressed in an explicit way in existing benchmarks. It is thus not surprising that industrial benchmarks only rely on the use of a reduced set of easy-to-understand measures, specially when considering complex systems.This is a way to keep the process of result interpretation straightforward and unambiguous.
However, it limits at the same time the richness and depth of the analysis process. This is why the academia prefers to characterize complex systems with a wider set of measures. Marrying the requirements of industry and academia in a single proposal remains a challenge today. This paper addresses this question by reducing the uncertainty of the analysis process using quality (score-based) models. At measure definition time, these models make explicit (i) which are the requirements imposed to each type of measure, that may vary from one context of use to another, and (ii) which is the type, and intensity, of the relation between considered measures. At measure analysis time, they provide a consistent, straightforward and unambiguous method to interpret resulting measures. The methodology and its practical use are illustrated through three different case studies from the dependability benchmarking domain, which usually Like in conventional benchmarks, controllability and repeatability of experiments and interpretation of results are essential in dependability benchmarks [2] , [3] , [4] . To date, most of the efforts done in the community around this topic have been oriented towards providing controllability and repeatability of experiments. These efforts can be understood given the need to obtain the same (or at least statistically similar or comparable) experimental measures when the same experimental setup is considered.
However, and without taking importance away from this point, controllability and repeatability also affects other stages of the benchmarking process, such as the analysis of results. The reader should understand that dependability benchmarks introduce the need of performing a more complex analysis of target systems, considering their behavior in the presence of faults and attacks, and characterizing such behavior with a larger set of measures, including dependability and security specific ones. This evidence becomes a challenge when considering the evaluation of complex systems formed by a large and heterogeneous set of sub-systems and components. This is a challenge not only for the amount of measures to consider, but also for their variety of origin and typology.
To date, the analysis of results from dependability benchmarks has been an aspect strongly relying on the human factor. Evaluators subjectively interpret measures following considerations that are usually omitted in the finally generated reports. In consequence, repeating the same analysis of measures and obtaining the same conclusions, even when results are the same, becomes sometimes a complex task.
The underlying problem is that most proposals limit their purpose to the delivery of benchmark measures. In deed, the consideration of a representative set of measures has been traditionally enough to justify their selection for benchmarking purposes [5] .
Then, the analysis of such measures, and consequently the related comparison of alternatives, is typically considered outside the purpose of the specification of most benchmarks, including dependability benchmarks. This can be something acceptable in the context of conventional benchmarks but it is unaffordable in the case of dependability benchmarks, since any aspect leading to a wrong alternative selection may have a negative impact on the safety or security of the system, with the subsequent losses, in the case of critical systems, of reputation, money or lives.
On the one hand, benchmark measures must be contextualized during the analysis process. Without contextualizing their meaning throughout factors such as the environment, the type of system targeted, or the evaluation performer, same results may have different interpretations depending on the evaluation consumer's subjectivity. On the other hand, it must be clearly specified in the analysis process which are the relations considered among measures, and the intensity of such relations. Otherwise, it may be very difficult to guess which have been all the assumptions adopted by someone analyzing a set of benchmark measures. In other words, it may be difficult to verify the conclusions issued from the analysis of a set of benchmark measures.
It is worth mentioning that even if all this effort is done, the analysis and interpretation of results remains an error-prone process requiring a very deep dependability expertise, in the case of dependability benchmarks. This situation increases the uncertainty of evaluation analyses and thus negatively affects the credibility of the conclusions obtained. This ambiguous interpretation of concepts is commonly known as semantic heterogeneity [6] .
This challenge could be addressed through a process of semantic reconciliation [6] .
Such process involves covering the existing gap between the explicit result of the evaluation, that is, the conclusions distilled from the analysis of measures, and the implicit real intention of evaluators, which concerns the interpretation procedure to obtain such conclusions. This fact increases the sensitivity of analyses, potentially revealing surprising insights about the system under evaluation. This approach is specially useful when there is no obvious optimal (or unanimous) solution due to the large number of criteria that need to be taken into account, or when decisions often require the fulfillment of conflicting objectives (e.g., design or choice of systems maximizing their dependability or performance). It has also the potential for improving the work of system evaluators by leading them to unequivocal and more objective conclusions.
Unfortunately, to date, semantic reconciliation remains a non-addressed issue in the domain of distributed systems dependability benchmarking.
The main novelty of this paper relies on a double fact. First, providing a multicriteria analysis methodology to ease the multiple interpretations that the measures issued from dependability benchmarks may have depending on the criteria followed by evaluators. The goal of this methodology is to make explicit the subjective interpretation rules that evaluators typically apply implicitly when determining to what extent measures satisfy evaluation requirements. Doing this in a systematic and repeatable way is essential when different evaluators need to make a fair comparison of their 4 results, so the methodology relies on a mathematical formalism. Second, defining our methodology in such a way it may satisfy the conflicting positions between (i) those evaluation consumers that prefer having all the possible measures as field data for enabling deep result analysis and promote data sharing among community members [7] (e.g., people from academia), and (ii) those adopting a more pragmatical viewpoint that ask for an small set of meaningful and representative scores to characterize, rank and compare evaluated systems [8] (e.g., people from industry). To cope with this goal we rely on the notion of quality model, adopted from ISO/IEC 25000 standards [9] , to formulate not only rigorous but also usable and flexible interpretation rules.
Before closing this introduction, it is important to say that the integration of a multi-criteria analysis methodology in very simple benchmarks may be useless, specially where few, or only one, measure or measure type is under consideration. The use of the methodology proposed in this paper makes sense in benchmarking contexts where the analysis process asks for the simultaneous consideration (aggregation and/or comparison) of different measures of different type. The higher the number of measures or the heterogeneity of such measures the higher the usefulness of the proposal.
Since this is what happens in dependability benchmarks, the present proposal limits its purpose to this type of benchmarks, and this despite its obvious potential for any other type of benchmarks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a brief background about dependability benchmarking and multi-criteria analysis. Section 3 presents our multi-criteria analysis methodology. Section 4 shows the feasibility of our approach through three different case studies and finally. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background
Computer benchmarks are standard tools that enable the evaluation and comparison of different systems, components, and tools according to specific characteris-tics [10] . Benchmarks have been widely used to compare the performance of systems (e.g. transactional systems [1] or embedded systems [11] . From a high-level viewpoint, the specification of a conventional benchmark encompasses with the definition of the following components:
• The system under benchmarking and the benchmark target, which specify the context of use of the system under evaluation and the model of the considered target;
• The measures that will be employed to characterize and compare existing alternatives;
• The execution profile required to parameterize and exercise both the system under benchmarking and the benchmark target during experimentation. This is typically a workload;
• The experimental procedure specifying how to run the selected execution profile and how to trace the resulting activity;
• The process to follow in order to transform traces (experimental measurements) into expected benchmark measures.
The main benefit of conventional benchmarks is that, once the set of proposed measures are widely accepted by a community, systems produced by such community can be compared in a quite straightforward and unambiguous way. The key issue here is the that most of the considered measures are homogeneous. In deed, they simply characterize evaluated systems in terms of either their performance or their cost. As a result, comparisons among systems are carried out in a more representative way, since based on the use of a set of measures widely accepted by a given community.
Things become however quite different when conventional benchmarks evolved to dependability benchmarks. The seminal work on dependability benchmarking dates 6 from 15 years ago and was produced in the context of the European project DBench [2] .
Dependability benchmarks characterize the ability of evaluated systems to cope with their purpose not only in the absence of faults and attacks, as conventional benchmarks do, but also in their presence. The feasibility of the approach and its applicability to different application domains and systems have been shown in [12] . Roughly speaking, dependability benchmarks are specified as conventional benchmarks, but revisiting the concepts of performance profile and experimental procedure as follows:
1. The notion of execution profile is enriched with the specification of a set of accidental faults and attacks, those to which the system must be exposed during experimentation. This set is called the perturbation-load.
2. The experimental procedure is reformulated in order to specify not only how considered systems or components must be exercised using the workload, but also how to apply the specified perturbation-load.
Recently, the concept of dependability benchmarking has been also applied in the context of autonomous system, resulting in a new type of benchmark called resilience benchmark. In the context of these new benchmarks, benchmarks targets are evaluated, not only in the absence and presence of perturbation-loads, but also in the presence of changes affecting the behavior and/or structure of such targets.
Contrary to conventional benchmarks, the number and heterogeneity of the considered measures is a constant in the various existing dependability benchmarking proposals [12] . Indeed, researchers have proposed, from the very beginning, the use of on-line analytical processing and data warehousing approaches for the analysis and sharing of results from dependability benchmarking experiments [13] . Some other have proposed also the definition of a common repository for sharing the experimental data produced by dependability benchmarks, like the one conducted by the European project AMBER [14] . However, the problem of combining measures in a meaningful and repeatable way was not address by any of these initiatives, although it is of ma-jor importance when considering a large number of heterogeneous measures, as in the case of dependability benchmarks.
Comparison of alternatives through aggregation
Measures aggregation is a common approach trying to enable meaningful comparisons among systems that eases the analysis of benchmarked systems or components.
However, although these techniques are usually applied in the community of dependability benchmarking, it is surprising that so far there is still a lack of unified criteria when addressing the aggregation of measures and their subsequent analysis. Common methods applied by users for aggregation range from simple mathematical operations (e.g., addition or mean average) to more serious and systematic distribution fitting [15] and custom formulae [16] approaches.
Kiviat or radar diagrams [17] are graphical tools which represent the results of the benchmark in an easy-to-interpret footprint. Kiviat diagrams can show different measures using only one diagram and, although some training is required, the comparison of different diagrams is fairly simple. The scalability of Kiviat diagrams enables the representation of up to tens of measures. However, managing such a huge amount of information may make difficult the interpretation and analysis of results. The problem previously stated is solved in [17] throughout the use of an analytical technique named the figure of merit which, imposing certain restrictions to the graph axes, synthesizes all the measures into a unique numerical value associated to the footprint shape. However, the problem of this solution, as it happens with most techniques using the mean or the median, is that valuable information could be hidden behind a unique number, and consequently, the comparison between systems could result quite vague [18] .
Other approaches, like the presented in [15] , characterize the level of goodness of the measures according to their ability to fit with a particular statistical distribution.
Nevertheless, this approach presents three main drawbacks. First, it assumes that a measure follows the same distribution for all the systems, which may be false depend-8 ing on the context of use. Second, to understand this type of characterization, it is necessary to understand the assumed statistical model, which is not straightforward.
Third, the subjectivity of the probability distributions will strongly affect the sensitivity analysis. Finally, it is necessary to handle those situations when there is not enough information to build probability distributions for evaluation data.
Finally, Correia et al. [19] apply the notion of thresholds to map measures into a particular scale for software systems certification. Yet, they assume all the measures have the same importance when it is not always the case.
In sum, previous methodologies lack the ability of aggregating measures into a meaningful way. Generally, these techniques focus on aggregation of results and do not provide any insights on how to cope with the interpretation of the resulting aggre- 
A potential step forward using multi-criteria analysis
The problem of comparing a set of targets according to an heterogeneous set of measures has many similarities with the multi-criteria decision problems typically considered in the operational research field. So, the use of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods to support the analysis of dependability benchmarking measures seems quite promising.
There exist multiple MCDM methods that can be used to address this problem, some of them are widely used in many application domains like business industry, social science, engineering, etc. Among the large number of MCDM methods, some 9 have gained more popularity than others, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [20] for example, and its use can be found in many works ( [21] and [22] , for example). Our previous work ( [23] , [24] and [25] ) already presented the feasibility of using MCDM methods to perform the analysis of measures in dependability benchmarking.
The methodology presented in this work will adapt the concepts that apply to MCDM methods with the aim of not only providing mechanisms to better compare different alternatives from benchmarking results, but also to cover the lacks in the analysis that can make dependability benchmarks in particular improve the confidence people from the industry have on them. To that end, next section deeply describes the methodology developed in this work, and its integration in the benchmarking process.
A multi-criteria analysis methodology to interpret evaluation results
The proposed multi-criteria analysis methodology does not intend to automate the task of benchmarking performers when selecting a proper system; it rather tries to support and guide the comparison of the systems or components fulfilling the system requirements for a particular application, and the selection of the most suitable one.
What makes it interesting for dependability benchmarking with respect to the rest of approaches presented in Section 2.1, is its capability to systematize the way to compute the global score of a component not only considering the measures themselves, but also formalizing their interpretation attending to aspects such as the relationship among the measures, and their relative importance within a particular context of use. Accordingly, it is easy to obtain a hierarchical quality model, inspired in the software quality model proposed by the ISO/IEC 25000 (SQuaRE) standard [9] , which assists the navigation from the fine-grained measures to the coarse-grained scores without losing the numerical perspective of results. In such a way, one can keep the consistency in the interpretation and analysis of results independently from the viewpoint (fine or coarse) acquired by the benchmark user. application of the quality model in the analysis process will be later illustrated in Sectioncaseslabel through different case studies.
Benchmark user and target system
The first step is to identify the benchmark targets (in case of more than one alternative), the application context where they operate in and their goal, that obviously depend on the evaluation performer. These aspects are crucial to (i) determine the requirements of the system; and (ii) fix their level of accomplishment.
System requirements can be expressed through the notion of quality model, previously introduced in standards such as [9] . A quality model is a framework to ensure that all the information required by the stakeholder to perform the proper decisionmaking is taken into account to carry out the analysis of benchmark measures. With respect to this point, the rest of this methodology will introduce the instruments (thresholds, relationships, weights) required to enrich the meaning of measures within the benchmarking process.
Criteria under evaluation
During the experimental set up, benchmark performers determine a set of measurable attributes (noted m 1 to m n ) that are representative of the system quality or simply of interest for the evaluation performer. These measures constitute the output of the benchmark, and they are used to compare different benchmark targets and perform the election of the most suitable choice.
In the proposed methodology, the measures defined by the benchmark performer in the first step of the benchmarking process conform the base level criteria of the quality model. These criteria must be understood as the inputs for the quality model that will be used in the analysis process to determine the relative quality of the system according to the defined model. Obviously, the quality and precision of the measures selected in the experimental set up, which correspond to the criteria defined in the quality model, will have a high influence on the quality of the conclusions extracted from applying that model in the analysis process. Different works have focused on the selection of attributes in benchmarks to provide good quality measures. Authors in [26] dealt with this problem from a metrology point of view, pointing out the attributes that selected measures must fulfill, so good quality conclusions can be extracted from them.
When benchmark performers lack of criteria to determine which measures should be selected, it would be convenient that measures were non-redundant, independent and thoroughly selected attending to their capability to represent quantitative elemental aspects of the system, such as delay, throughput or data availability in a network. This involves that no measure should be derived from other. According to this remark, if we are already taking into account the system's throughput in presence of faults as a measure, considering any other throughput-based measure, such as a ratio between the throughput in absence and presence of faults, would be unfairly providing more importance to throughput than the rest of measures. Despite its importance, and as it has already been considered in other works, the selection of measures is out of the scope of the proposed methodology, that aims at providing mechanisms to improve the comparison of benchmark targets based on the (high quality) resultant measures.
Scales of measures
Given the heterogeneity of the measures considered in dependability benchmarking, it is easy to find different measures using distinct scales and dimensions, e.g., seconds or milliseconds if measuring time, joules if measuring energy, and so on. Obviously, this hinders the analysis and comparison of measures for non-skilled users.
To compare various alternatives, the measures should be brought to the same scale, and normalization methods can be applied to do so. Although normalization methods scale the values in different ways, they share some common properties. Normalizing by the sum of all the values keeps the proportion between values in the normalized ones. This means, that if a result r i is the double of r k , the normalized result v i will still be the double of v k . When normalizing by an extreme value (either Max or Min), proportion is also kept, but in both methods, normalized values tend to be grouped together. The use of thresholds, on the other hand, does not tend to group the normalized values but they are distributed along the given range according to their original value.
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With the aim of coping with this normalization problem, this methodology propose the use of thresholds within the definition of quality criterion functions c i (m i ) which specify how to quantitatively evaluate each measure, i.e., they establish an equivalence between the measured value and the system quality requirements within a 0-to-100 quality scale. The result of each criterion function, known as elementary score (or elementary preference), corresponds to s i . Formally, such elementary preferences s i can be interpreted as the degree of satisfaction of a measure m i with respect to the quality requirements specified by the benchmark performer for such measure in the form of a minimum and a maximum threshold (T min i and T max i respectively). Since all the measures are scored according to the same normalized scale, resulting elementary preferences are directly comparable. Such equivalence can be mapped to discrete or continuous functions. Equations (1) and (2) show an example of lineal increasing and decreasing functions when measures are the higher the better and the lower the better, respectively. However, these criterion functions can be adapted to satisfy the evaluator's requirements for the normalization of the measures. Examples of how these functions can be adjusted are shown in Section 4 through the case studies presented.
The use of minimum and maximum thresholds within criterion functions is nec- 
Preferences aggregation
To address the aggregation of scores, this stage of our methodology structures a quality model through a hierarchy of high-level objectives, sub-objectives, etc., where previously computed scores are located at the leaves of the hierarchy. The construction of such hierarchy is relative. First, it is necessary to classify each single score regarding the system characteristic it better fits in. For example, let us assume a transactional system where four measures such as throughput, delay, availability and reliability have been considered. In this case, the first level of aggregation could group throughput and delay within the characteristic of performance, and availability and reliability within the characteristic of dependability. This classification of measures can continue grouping similar sub-characteristics into characteristics. Thus, a second level of aggregation would group both performance and dependability to determine the global quality of the system.
Despite modeling the hierarchical structure of the system, not all the system requirements may have the same importance depending on factors such as the benchmark performer's preferences and the application domain. To cope with this problem, the proposed methodology enables the refinement of the quality model using weights to determine the relative importance among requirements for the analysis.
The benchmark performer's requirements that define the quality model should be able to reflect the purpose of the benchmarked system in a given application domain. In some application domains, some measures might be considered of greater importance than others when benchmarking the same system, and thus the quantification of that importance should be implicit in the performer's requirements. Then, the importance that each particular measure has for the analysis is quantified with a weight w i , where w i is the weight of the i th particular measure (criterion or resulting sub-characteristic) in a hierarchical level. This measures are weighted according to their relative importance or influence to their direct upper level measure, in such a way that for k measures in a level, k i=1 w i = 1. Weights enable to tune the way in which system characteristics contribute to the global quality of the system. Then, consensus between benchmark performers on how measures must be weighted for a given application do-16 main is necessary to contribute to the acceptance of dependability benchmarks in the industry. As an example of weighting in different application domains, let us take into consideration a distributed system within a non-critical solution such as comfort electronic control in cars, probably a rapid response in terms of performance aspects will have more weight than dependability ones (e.g., weighting them 75% and 25% respectively). Conversely, if for example we refer to the Antiblock Brake System (ABS) of the vehicle, evaluation performers may weight dependability above performance assigning weights of 75% and 25% respectively. Once weights are assigned, it is essential to determine the relation between the elements of the model. For this, different types of operators o may be used to define the conditions under which characteristics are aggregated in Fig. 2 . The power or generalized mean [27] , defined in (3), is a generic expression to compute an infinity of aggregation types, considering the notions of scores and weights previously stated.
When exponent r = 1, this expression is equivalent to traditional arithmetic mean, widely used for aggregation. However, strikingly, the use of different aggregation operators has been rarely considered despite their power to represent, for instance, a punishment in the aggregation result when requirements are not being accomplished or a reward for those requirements that satisfy evaluation criteria. Thanks to (3), it is possible to define as many aggregation types as values may take exponent r. Indeed, authors such as Dujmovic propose up to 20 different ones [28] . However, the selection of the proper aggregation operator is a task whose complexity increases as far as more alternatives are considered. Thus, our goal is to define a reduced set of equivalence classes that intuitively represent the different possible levels of aggregation through distinct values of r.
To address this challenge, first, it is necessary to introduce the notion of andness [29] , and how it relates to exponent r. The andness of an aggregation operator o, defined in (4), is a 1-to-0 coefficient where andness = 1 represents that all the system requirements must be satisfied at the same time, and andness = 0 involves that just accomplishing any system requirement (regardless which one) is enough.
According to [28] , andness = 1 is associated to r = −∞ whereas andness = 0 equates to r = ∞. Mathematically, it is quite easy to prove how min is the operator o(x) that makes andness = 1, and max is that making andness = 0. For the sake of homogeneity, let us denote min with S+ to intuitively illustrate the idea that all the system requirements keep a relationship of strong simultaneity. Following the analogous reasoning, let max be represented with R+ to show the notion that any accomplished system requirement strongly replaces the rest (despite they are not satisfied). In the middle, andness = 0.5 matches to arithmetic mean, which, as previously introduced, is represented with r = 1. Let us denote this operator with N to associate its use with the meaning of neutrality. Between andness = 1 and andness = 0.5 there is a gradation of aggregation operators that can be explained as filters that progressively boost the influence of simultaneity against replaceability in system requirements, as far as andness tends to 1. Mathematically, this implies Previous simple aggregations between scores can be nested to denote those requirements having a special meaning or priority, i.e., a certain degree of mandatoriness or sufficiency for a particular system requirement within the same hierarchical level. For example, Fig. 3a illustrates a case where characteristic A feedbacks its own simultaneity aggregation (e.g., S), which basically means that satisfying that characteristic is a mandatory condition for the system. Logically, this can be seen as A ∧ (A ∨ B), with different degrees of andness depending on the selected operators. Thus, not satisfying the requirements of that characteristic would severely penalize the system. Con-versely, applying a replaceability operator (e.g., R), would involve defining that characteristic as a sufficient requirement. Likewise, this could be logically expressed as
, with the selected degrees of andness. Fig. 3b depicts exactly the same model as Fig. 3a but using a simplified notation to ease the use of mandatory and sufficient requirements. Thick branch represents priority requirements in such a way they become mandatory if using S or S+ operators, and sufficient if using R and R+. To complete this simplification, neutrality operator N and equitable weighs are assumed for the branches omitted. In the rest of the paper the simplified notation will be used. Accordingly, the quality model must be analyzed to determine the sensitivity that its output has to the uncertainty in its inputs. This sensitivity analysis can be performed through different methodologies, like those that can be found in [30] .
As it was explained in earlier sections, works like [26] have studied the uncertainty from the measurements point of view, setting guidelines to obtain good quality measurements in the system to generate measures with a low uncertainty. Even though studying the uncertainty of the base measures is of prime importance, analyzing the sensitivity of the whole quality model requires a great effort. An extensive analysis on how the combined uncertainty of the inputs of the quality model affect the output conclusions has already been studied in [31] and [32] from the perspective of multicriteria decision making methods.
As the main goal of the paper focused on the definition of a methodology to deal with the analysis of results and comparison of targets in benchmarking, no sensitivity analysis will be done in this work. Nevertheless, this analysis could be very important towards the acceptance of proposed quality models by the industry in different application domains.
Next section presents a set of three different scenarios in the domain of dependability benchmarking that will be used as case studies to illustrate the application of the proposed methodology.
Case studies
This section shows the feasibility of our multi-criteria analysis methodology along three case studies in the domain of distributed systems, such as web servers, on-line transactional databases and wireless ad hoc networks. As it is possible to apply our methodology at any stage of the analysis (even if measures are already selected, or normalized into scores), as well as to increase the confidence of our study, we apply our methodology from the results delivered by accepted papers in the community. Thus, the information extracted from the papers will be used to elaborate adequate quality models matching author's requirements. The goal is to objectively model the system characteristics to compare the results we are able to obtain through our methodology with those originally delivered by authors. The case studies have been selected in such a way they show the power of our methodology when benchmarking users need to (i) exploit the meaning of measures to properly analyze the system; (ii) rank systems attending to different potentially countered criteria; and (iii) determine the influence that a particular characteristic of the system may have in its behavior. In this way it will be shown the usefulness of the methodology to carry out the analysis of systems following a structured, simple and repeatable way under well-defined evaluation criteria.
Intermediate and global scores to benchmark web servers
In [33] , authors perform the comparison of two well-known web servers (Apache 
Criteria under evaluation
The results of the benchmark are analyzed using 6 measures (3 from performance and 3 from dependability). The set of performance measures is composed of the num- time the system is available to execute the workload from the total (AVL). Table 2 collects the results for these measures. 
Scales of measures
As previously mentioned in Section 3.3, thresholds can be determined in different ways. In this case, given the need of authors for ranking systems in the presence of faults, and the lack of field references to determine proper thresholds, an adequate way to get them is using the maximum and minimum values of each measure obtained during the experimentation in presence of perturbations. This enables a relative comparison between targeted systems in such a way that the maximum value will obtain a score of 100 and the minimum a score of 0. This assignation of scores is suitable when authors are not so interested in the sensibility or meaning of the quantitative measure, since baseline results are not considered, but just in establishing a clear ranking of systems in presence of faults. Thus, we have defined two linear criterion functions c i (m i ), one increasing for the-higher-the-better measures such as SPECf, THRf, AUT, ACR and AVL; and another decreasing, for RTMf, which is the-lower-the-better, similar to 23 those shown in (1) and (2) respectively. Maximum and minimum thresholds are shown in Table 3 . 
Preferences aggregation
According to authors [33] : "In this case study we assumed a general-purpose webserver scenario and assigned equal relevance to all six benchmark measures". To 
Analysis of results
It is worth noting that the results obtained when computing the quality model, shown in Table 4 , match those obtained by the authors in the paper. When comparing the operating systems for each web-server, "Windows XP seems to provide the best platform for Apache and Windows 2003 the best for Abyss". The comparison of the 6 systems brings up the same conclusions as those given by the authors: "the combination Apache/XP seems to be the one where the service degradation caused by faults is less noticeable". A global score of 81 points quantifies this fact. Table 4 : 0-to-100 normalized results (scores) after applying the quality model shown in Fig. 4 .
Perfor-Depen-Global System AUT AVL SPECf THRf RTMf ACR mance dability score Apart from that, it is remarkable that scores at leaves are consistent with those delivered at intermediate ones (performance and dependability scores) and the root (global score). As seen, it is possible to navigate from fine-grained to coarse-grained scores through intermediate ones. Indeed, it is possible to discover sensitive information that is not provided in the original paper. Attending to intermediate criteria, it is possible to observe that the pairs {Apache, XP}, with 78 points, and {Apache, 2003}, with 92 points, are the best candidates from a performance and dependability viewpoint respectively. As observed, the use of quality models can be useful to improve the exploitability of measures in the analysis of results.
Managing multiple criteria for comparing OLTP systems
In Table 5 shows the original values of the measures provided in the paper. platforms considered in this case study appeared. Table 6 shows the upper (maximum threshold) and lower (minimum threshold) values of the trend for TPC-C in the intersection with that year. It must be noted that tpmC and Tf, on the one hand, and $/tpmC and $/Tf, on the other, represent the same measures but in absence and presence of faults, respectively. This is why the same thresholds are defined for both measures. 
Preferences aggregation
The authors classify the ten systems attending, each time, to a different criterion (baseline performance, performance in presence of faults and dependability). Despite this situation may require the generation of three different quality models, one per criterion considered, it is also possible to generate just one quality model that can be parameterized in such a way that the different cases are represented at the same time.
Let us take into account this last alternative to show the expressiveness power of our approach. Each branch of the quality model defined in Fig. 5 has been assigned a given weight, whose value can be modified as shown in Table 7 to model the three different criteria defined by authors. Weights for tpmC, Tf, $/tpmC and $/Tf scores have been properly parameterized, as the last two are not considered by authors in the definition of the classifications. Likewise, being the availability of the server more critical than the exhibited by clients, as explicitly commented by authors, weights have been accordingly adapted. Finally, the authors also propose the generation of a trade-off ranking to reach a consensus between the three criteria previously tackled. Unfortunately, despite they let the reader know that it is based on the previous rankings, they 28 do not structure a clear reasoning on how this classification is achieved. Given the role of our methodology to cover potential ambiguities and lacks of thoroughness, it would be possible to define alternative weights to adequately address the trade-off ranking concerned. Table 8 shows the intermediate and global scores for each system after computing the trade-off quality model previously proposed. Table 9 the use of quality models can be useful not only to easily rank different systems despite applying different criteria, but also to unequivocally repeat this ranking when needed. 
Analysis of results

Evaluating perturbations on ad hoc networks
This case study aims to show the feasibility of this methodology to determine the impact that each single perturbation has over a system when considering its injection separately from the rest of perturbations compounding the faultload. In [36] Table 10 .
Criteria under evaluation
In the paper, the authors evaluate the impact of each perturbation in the network considering two performance measures: the applicative throughput (or Goodput), and is ready to be used (or Availability). Table 11 illustrates the values measured by the authors for each considered perturbation in Network A and Network B. 
Scales of measure
This case study has an interesting detail that can not be found in the previous case studies. Unlike the others, the authors establish a discrete three level criteria (Low, Medium or High) to evaluate the impact of perturbations on the measures: "In this way, the impact is considered low, medium or high if the measure is degraded underneath 5%, over 5% or over 10% respectively, according to the golden run results".
Accordingly, (5) and (6) define a discrete three-level criterion function for the-higherthe-better measures (availability, integrity and goodput), and the-lower-the-better measure (jitter), respectively. In these equations, B(m i ) refers to the baseline computed value for measure m i .
Preferences aggregation
After identifying the three different levels quantifying the impact of perturbation on the obtained measures, authors do not detail how to determine the impact of the perturbation on the whole system. Instead, they perform a qualitative analysis (also based on three discrete levels) with no clear rules about how it was perform. Accordingly, as no special requirements for the scores aggregation are defined, equitable weights and 
Analysis of results
The global scores obtained for each of the networks are listed in Table 12 . As previously stated, authors make a qualitative analysis of the impact of each perturbation on each measure to determine the actual impact of the perturbation on the whole system (Low, Medium, High). Since there is no explicit information about how this analysis is performed, we propose to determine the impact level according to the global score obtained for each perturbation. As measures are normalized according to their deviation with respect to the baseline, final scores between 100 and 70 indicate that the perturbation is barely affecting the system (low impact level), scores between 69 and 40 show a medium impact level, and scores between 39 and 0 reflect a high impact.
The resulting classification for perturbations affecting both networks matches that obtained in the original paper, but for the tampering attack on Network B, which is now classified as having a Medium instead of Low impact. This divergence obviously derives from the vague description of the characterization performed on the original paper. As in Section 4.2.4, this shows the necessity of precisely defining the criteria and procedure followed during the results analysis. Otherwise, the same results could be interpreted in a completely different way, preventing this process from being repeatable.
In addition to the analysis performed in the original work, and to show the potential of the proposed approach, it could be possible to define a new quality model to help evaluators when deploying a new routing protocol in the network, tuning routing protocol parameters, or introducing new fault tolerance mechanisms, for instance. This model could take into account the information extracted from this case study, so those perturbations presenting a high impact on the system could be aggregated with equal weight under critical perturbations category, and those with a lower impact could be grouped under the non-critical perturbations category. The severity of critical perturbations could be remarked by punishing those critical scores with a low value. So, a mandatoriness relationship with the simultaneity operator S, could be used to illustrate this purpose. Medium and low impact perturbations could present different weights, like 0.75 and 0.25 respectively, to reflect their different importance. Fig. 7 and 8 show the resulting quality models for Network A and Network B respectively. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a methodology to make straightforward, consistent and objective the analysis of dependability benchmarking measures, a big challenge in todays distributed systems. Our methodology addresses how to adequately select and gather the types of measures to represent the system quality. Since there are distinct ways to do it, our methodology enables the generation of multiple representations (or quality-scores-based models) from the same system when different criteria are applied by evaluators. Among their benefits, the scores obtained from our methodology are repeatable simply following the explicit criteria defined in each quality model, which eases the comprehension of evaluation assumptions, thus assisting the benchmark user to minimize errors during the results interpretation. Indeed, the model provided becomes not only a way to express which measures are under consideration, but also a mean to drive their analysis in a more objective and systematic way. Objectiveness is important to minimize the provision of biased conclusions, while the systematization of the approach enables the provision of tools to assist users in the consideration of a big number of targets, faults and measures during experimentation.
Furthermore, our methodology results a very useful approach to overcome the problem of measures scalability and gets a more quantitative vision of the system despite the multiple aggregation of scores. Nevertheless, regarding previous results, the application of this technique requires the adequate definition of the quality thresholds (X min and X max ) for each criterion functions, the weight (w i ) assigned to each score within the same hierarchical level, and the operator type (o i ) in charge of the scores aggregation. All these aspects highly depend on the applicative context the system is conceived to be deployed in. Despite the selection of these parameters may result subjective, our methodology forces the benchmark performer to make them explicit, which eases the transparency and comparison between systems. This is an advantage with respect to traditional benchmarking, where the criteria considered usually remain subjective and hidden to the benchmark report consumer.
The application of our methodology in the case studies presented in the paper begin from a stage of the evaluation where measures are already available, which is very often when authors compare their results. However, conversely to other measuresaggregation techniques, our methodology could play an active role during the benchmark definition, being applied from the very beginning, i.e., before benchmark experiments are carried out. Considering this point is a first step towards improving the characterization of the wide amount of applicative domains in distributed systems. We argue that this type of approaches can be useful not only to quantify the impact of faults with respect to the actual application context (where components and systems are planned to be deployed), but for the comparison and selection of those targets which best fit the system requirements.
In the future work, we ambition to provide evaluators different templates with precomputed parameters that they could customize for their particular deployments to semi-automate the application of this methodology for the quantitative benchmarking of different types of distributed systems.
